Northbound to UCLA (LAX to UCLA):
- 405 N
- Exit Wilshire Blvd East and follow the road to the right and stay on the far left lane
- Left on Westwood Blvd and go straight up into campus where it will change to Westwood Plaza.

Southbound to UCLA:
- 405 S
- Exit Wilshire Blvd East and stay on the far left lane.
- Left on Westwood Blvd and go straight up into campus where it will change to Westwood Plaza.

Westbound to UCLA
- Take Wilshire Blvd. and head west towards UCLA.
- Right on Westwood Blvd and go straight up into campus where it will change to Westwood Plaza.

- There will be a parking kiosk towards the end of Westwood Plaza, located on an island.
- Parking Structure 9 is located on your right. Please park at the top level.
- There will be a bridge on the left side of the parking structure connecting you to the Court of Sciences. It will be close to the CNSI building. The bridge will take you around the side of the building; please make your way to the front entrance. We will have security to let you inside the lobby.